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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider a conjugate duality theory in set-valued vector
optimization. Conjugate duality provides a unified framework to duality in
optimization and was fully developed in scalar optimization by Rockafellar
w x  w x.19 see also 5 . Conjugate duality was extended to vector optimization in
w x  w x.finite dimensional spaces by Tanino and Sawaragi 25 see also 21 and
w x w x Kawasaki 10 , and in infinite dimensional spaces by Postolica 18 see alsoÆ
w x. w x7, 14 . Recently, Tanino 26 extended the concept of supremum of a set
in partially ordered topological vector spaces on the basis of weak effi-
ciency. Using this definition of supremum, he obtained the strong duality
in vector optimization. However, his sufficient criterion for strong duality,
i.e., stability criterion, is only valid in finite dimensional spaces.
w xIn this paper, we extend the results of 26 to a more general case and
present some stability criteria in infinite dimensional spaces. This allows us
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to obtain duality results for convexlike set-valued vector optimization
problems under closedness or boundedness hypotheses. We also study
some properties of the value mapping of a set-valued vector optimization
problem. Finally we present a conjugate duality result for a convex set-val-
ued vector optimization problem without the requirements of closedness
and boundedness.
It should be mentioned that the Lagrangian duality for vector optimiza-
tion with set-valued mappings in infinite dimensional spaces has been
w x w x w x considered by Corley 3 , Dolecki and Malivert 4 , Luc and Jahn 13 see
w x. w xalso 14 , and Song 22, 23 . The Wolfe and the Mond]Weir type duality
w xhave been discussed by Sach and Craven 20 .
2. CONJUGATE MAPPINGS AND SUBDIFFERENTIALS
Let Y be a real topological vector space which is partially ordered by a
pointed, closed, and convex cone S with a nonempty interior int S in Y.
We use the notations
y G y9 iff y y y9 g S,
y ) y9 iff y y y9 g int S.
We add two imaginary points q` and y` to Y and denote the extended
space by Y. As a matter of fact, we suppose that for any y g Y, y` - y -
q` . We extended the addition and the scalar multiplication of Y to Y
using the conventions
"` q y s y q "` s"` , for y g Y , "` q "` s"` , .  .  .  .
l "` s"` for l ) 0 and l "` s .` for l - 0. .  .  .
 .  . Given a set C ; Y, we define the set A C of Y by A C s y g
4  .  4Y N y ) y9 for some y9 g C . Clearly A C ; Y j q` .
 4Let C be a nonempty subset of Y such that C / q` .
DEFINITION 2.1. A point p g Y is said to be a infinimal point of C, if
there is no y g C such that y - p and if the relation y9 ) p implies the
existence of some y g C such that y9 ) y. The set of all infinimal points
of C is called infinimum of C and is denoted by Inf C. Whenever C s B
 4  4and C s q` , we define Inf C s q` . The supremum of C, Sup C, is
defined similarly.
 4  .  4Clearly, Inf C s y` if and only if A C s Y j q` .
DEFINITION 2.2. A point p g C is said to be a minimal point of C, if
there is no y g C such that y - p. The set of all minimal points of C is
called the minimum of C and is denoted by Min C. The maximum of C,
Max C, is defined similarly.
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 .  .As a matter of fact, yInf yC s Sup C, yMin yC s Max C, and
Min C s C l Inf C.
w xFor these definitions we refer to 26 . One observes that the infinimum
and the minimum here are defined for the weak Pareto minimality by
. w xusing the order ) . The definitions of the infinimum in 4, 7, 18 were
 .introduced for the Pareto minimality by using the order G .
Now we shall define the conjugate mapping and subdifferential of a
set-valued mapping. Let X be another real topological vector space and
 .let L X, Y be the space of all linear continuous operators from X to Y.
Let F be a set-valued mapping from X to Y. We define the effective
domain of F by
 4dom F s x g X N F x / B, F x / q` . 4 .  .
 .   . 4We denote the range by R F [ y N y g F x , for some x g X . The
y1 y1 .  .inverse set-valued mapping F is defined as x g F y if y g F x . For
 .  .  .  .any set A in X, F A s D F x so that R F s F X . We can admitx g A
 .that F x s B for some x g X, if we adopt the convention that for any0 0
set B ; Y, and any l g R, B q B s B and lB s B.
 .DEFINITION 2.3. A set-valued mapping F* from L X, Y to Y defined
by
F* T s Sup Tx y F x for T g L X , Y .  .  .D
xgX
is called the conjugate mapping of F. Moreover, a set-valued mapping F**
from X to Y defined by
F** T s Sup Tx y F* T for x g X .  .D
 .TgL X , Y
is called the biconjugate mapping of F.
When f is a single-valued mapping from X to Y, its conjugate mapping
and biconjugate mapping can be defined by identifying it with the set-
  .4valued mapping x ª f x . We observe that if there exists x g X such0
 .  .that y` g F x , then F* 'q` ; conversely, if there exists T g L X, Y0
 .  4such that F* T s y` , then only if F s B or F 'q` . Thus, in the
sequel, we shall only consider the case when dom F / B.
 .  .DEFINITION 2.4. Let x g X and y g F x . An operator T g L X, Y0 0 0
 .is called a subgradient of F at x , y if0 0
Tx y y g Max Tx y F x . .D0 0
xgX
 .The set of all subgradients of F at x , y is called the subdifferential of0 0
 .  .  .F at x , y and is denoted by ­ F x , y . Moreover, we let ­ F x s0 0 0 0 0
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 .  .  .D ­ F x , y . When ­ F x , y / B for every y g F x , F is saidy g F  x . 0 0 0 0 00
to be subdifferentiable at x .0
As the direct consequences of the definitions of subgradient and conju-
gate mapping, we have the following.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.1. A point y g F x is in Min D F x if and only0 0 x g X
 .if 0 g ­ F x , y .0 0
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let y g F x for some x g X. Then T g ­ F x , y0 0 0 0 0
 .if and only if Tx y y g F* T .0 0
The following relationship between a mapping and its biconjugate was
w xproved by Tanino 26 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.3. If F is subdifferentiable at x , then F x ; F** x .0 0 0
 .  .  .  .Moreo¨er, if , in addition, F x s Inf F x , then F x s F** x .0 0 0 0
For a given set-valued mapping F from X to Y, we define its epigraph
by
epi F s x , y g X = Y N y g A F x j F x q S . 4 .  .  . .  .
 4Clearly, if F is a set-valued mapping from X to Y j q` , then
epi F x , y g X = Y N y g F x q S . 4 .  .
DEFINITION 2.5. A set-valued mapping F from X to Y is said to be
 .  .S-convex resp. S-midconvex , if its epigraph is convex resp. midconvex .
 4If F is a set-valued mapping from X to Y j q` , then F is S-convex
 . w xresp. mid-convex if and only if for all t g 0, 1 and x , x g X1 2
tF x l Y q 1 y t F x l Y ; F tx q 1 y t x l Y q S .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
x q x1 21resp. F x l Y q F x l Y ; F l Y q S . .  .1 22  / /2
We shall show that a convexity assumption guarantees the subdifferen-
tiable of F under some additional assumptions.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that F is a S-con¨ex set-¨ alued mapping from
 4  .  .  .X to Y j q` with int epi F / B. If x g int dom F and F x ;0 0
 .Inf F x , then F is subdifferentiable at x .0 0
w xThis proposition was proved by Tanino 26 . However, the assumption of
 . w xint epi F / B was missed in Proposition 4.3 in 26 . When X and Y are
  . .finite dimensional spaces, this assumption int epi F / B can be re-
 .moved. For the infinite dimensional case, the assumption of int epi F / B
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is needed to ensure that each boundary point of epi F is a support point,
and even if Y s R and F is an extended real-valued function, the
 .  w x.assumption that x g int dom F is not sufficient see 5, 19 . Thus it is0
essential to assume a certain type of continuity or boundedness of the
 .set-valued mapping F, which guarantees int epi F / B. In the sequel, we
shall present some such conditions.
 4DEFINITION 2.6. A set-valued mapping F from X to Y j q` is said
 .to be S-Hausdorff upper continuous S-Hausdorff lower continuous at
x g X if, for every neighbourhood V of zero in Y there exists a neigh-0
bourhood U of zero in X such that
F x ; F x q V q S .  .0
resp. F x ; F x q V q S .  . .0
 .for all x g x q U l dom F. We say that F is S-Hausdorff continuous0
at x if it is both S-Hausdorff upper continuous and S-Hausdorff lower0
continuous at x .0
w xWe refer to 16, 23 for these definitions.
 4DEFINITION 2.7. A set-valued mapping F from X to Y j q` is said
to be weakly S-upper bounded on a set A ; X if there exists a point
y1 .  .  .b g Y such that A ; F b y S , i.e., F x l b y S / B for all x g A.
 4THEOREM 2.1. Let F be a set-¨ alued mapping from X to Y j q` . Then
 .  .the following statements i and ii are equi¨ alent
 .  .i int epi F / B,
 .  .ii There exists a point x g int dom F such that F is weakly S-upper0
bounded on some neighbourhood of x .0
If
 .  .iii F is S-Hausdorff lower continuous on int dom F ,
 .  .then i and ii hold.
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. i « ii . Since int epi F / B, there exist x , y g int epi F0 0
and neighbourhoods U of zero in X and V of zero in Y such that
x , y g epi F for all x g x q U, y g y q V . . 0 0
In particular,
x , y g epi F for all x g x q U. .0 0
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This means that
x q U ; Fy1 y y S . .0 0
Thus, F is weakly S-upper bounded on x q U.0
 .  .ii « i . Suppose that there exist a neighbourhood U of zero in X and
a point b g Y such that
x q U ; Fy1 b y S . .0
 .This implies that for every x g x q U, b g F x q S.0
Take any s g int S. Then there exists a neighbourhood V of zero in Y0
such that s q V ; S. Thus, for every x g x q U, y g b q s q V, we0 0 0
have
y g F x q s q V q S ; F x q S. .  .0
 .  .This means that x , b q s g int epi F .0 0
 .  .iii « ii . Suppose that F is S-Hausdorff lower continuous at x g0
 .int dom F . For fixed s g int S, there exists a neighbourhood V of zero in0
Y such that s q V ; S. Since F is S-Hausdorff lower continuous at x ,0 0
there exists a neighbourhood U of zero in X such that x q U ; dom F0
  ..since x g int dom F and0
F x ; F x q V q S for all x g x q U. .  .0 0
 . .Let y g F x y /q` . We have0 0 0
y q s ; F x q s q V q S .0 0 0
; F x q S for all x g x q U. . 0
 .This means that ii is true.
w x  .  .It has been proved by Nikodem 16 that the implication ii « iii is
true if F is S-midconvex and has bounded images.
w xThe following results was implied by Theorem 1 in 17 . For complete-
ness we shall give a modified proof.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X and Y be real topological ¨ector spaces with X a
 4Baire space. Let F be a set-¨ alued mapping from X to Y j q` . If its
 .epigraph is closed and int dom F / B, then there exists a point x g0
 .int dom F such that F is weakly S-upper bounded on some neighbourhood
of x .0
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Proof. Take any s g int S. Consider the sets0
A s x g int dom F N F x l ns y S / B , n g N , 4 .  .  .n 0
where N denotes the set of all positive integers.
 .We will show that these sets are closed in int dom F . For this purpose,
 .fix an n g N and take a point x g int dom F _ A . Thenn
F x l ns y S s B. .  .0
This means that
x , ns l epi F s B. .0
Since the epigraph of F is closed, there exist a neighbourhood U of zero
in X and a neighbourhood V of zero in Y such that
x , ns q U = V l epi F s B. .0
 .  .In particular, for every x g U s x q U l int dom F , we havex
F x l ns y S s B. .  .0
 .This implies that U ; int dom F _ A and proves that A is closed inx n n
 .  .int dom F . Since Y s D ns y S , by the definition of dom F, wenG1 0
have
A s int dom F . .D n
nG1
 .The set int dom F , as a nonempty open subset of the Baire space, is a
Baire space. Therefore, there exists an n g N such that int cl A / B,1 1 n
 .where int and cl denote the relative interior and closure in int dom F ,1 1
 .  .respectively. Since A is closed in int dom F and int dom F is open, wen
 .can deduce that int A / B. So, there exist x g int dom F and a neigh-n 0
bourhood U of zero in X such that x q U ; A . By the definition of A ,0 n n
F is weakly S-upper bounded on x q U.0
The following condition ensuring the closedness of epi F was given by
w xGwinner 6 .
 4PROPOSITION 2.6. If a set-¨ alued mapping F from X to Y j q` is
 .S-Hausdorff upper continuous on dom F with F x q S closed for x g dom F,
then the epigraph of F is closed.
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3. DUALITY IN SET-VALUED VECTOR OPTIMIZATION
Let X, Y be real Hausdorff topological vector spaces, and S ; Y be a
closed, convex, and pointed cone, which has a nonempty interior. Let F be
 4a set-valued mapping from X to Y j q` with dom F / B and consider
a vector optimization problem
min F x . P .  .
xgX
Solving this problem means to find the set
Min P s Min F X .  .
or the set
Inf P s Inf F X . .  .
We introduce a perturbation parameter z g Z and imbed the primal
 .problem P into a family of vector optimization problems, where Z is
another Hausdorff topological vector space. Let F be a set-valued
 4mapping from X = Z to Y j q` such that
F x , 0 s F x for all x g X . .  .
Then the perturbed problem is
min F x , z . P .  .z
xgX
DEFINITION 3.1. The set-valued mapping W from Z to Y defined by
W z s Inf P s Inf F x , z .  .  .Dz
xgX
 .  .  .is called the value mapping of problem P . It is clear that W 0 s Inf P .
In accordance with the definition, the conjugate mapping of F is the
 .  .set-valued mapping F* from L X, Y = L Z, Y to Y defined by
F* T , L s Sup Tx q L z y F x , z .  . .D
 .x , z gX=Z
for T g L X , Y , L g L Z, Y . .  .
Therefore,
yF* 0, L s ySup L z y F x , z .  . .D
 .x , z gX=Z
s Inf F x , z y L z . . .D
 .x , z gX=Z
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 .We define the dual problem to P as
max y F* 0, L . D .  .
 .LgL Z , Y
We can prove the following weak duality results.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. For any x g X, L g L Z, Y
yF* 0, L l A F x , 0 s B, .  . .
and hence
A Inf P l Sup D s B. .  . .
 .Proof. We suppose the contrary. Then there exist y g F x, 0 , y g1 2
 .yF* 0, L such that y - y . But this contradicts the fact that1 2
yF* 0, L s Inf F x , z y L z , .  . .D
 .x , z gX=Z
  . .and y g D F x, z y L z .1  x, z .g X=Z
COROLLARY 3.1.
Min F x , 0 l Max y F* 0, L / B .  .D D
xgX  .LgL Z , Y
 .if and only if there exist x g dom F and L g L Z, Y such that0 0
0 g F x , 0 q F* 0, L .  .0 0
or equi¨ alently
0, L g ­ F x , 0 . .  .0 0
Proof. For ``only if,'' it is trivial.
 .   ..For the converse, let y g F x , 0 l yF* 0, L . If y f0 0 0 0
 .  .Min D F x, 0 , then there exist x g X, y g F x , 0 such that y )x g X 1 1 1 0
y . This contradicts the result of Proposition 3.1. Similarly, we can prove1
 .that y g Max D y F* 0, L .0 L g LZ, Y .
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 .  .It is easy to show that W * L s F* 0, L . Indeed,
W * L s Sup L z y W z .  . .D
zgZ
s Sup L z y Inf F x , z .D D /
zgZ xgX
s Sup Sup L z y F x , z . .D D
zgZ xgX
w xs Sup L z y F x , z Corollary 2.2 in 26 . .  .D
 .x , z gX=Z
s F* 0, L . .
 .In view of this equality, we can rewrite Sup D as
Sup D s Sup yW * L s W ** 0 . .  .  . .D
 .LgL Z , Y
 .  .  .Since Inf P s W 0 , the relationship between the primal problem Inf P
 .  .and the dual problem Sup D is nothing but the relationship between W 0
 .and W ** 0 .
 .DEFINITION 3.2. The primal problem P is said to be stable if the value
mapping W is subdifferentiable at 0.
By Definition 3.2 and Proposition 2.3, we can obtain the exact duality
for this class of problems.
 .THEOREM 3.1. If problem P is stable, then
Inf P s Sup D s Max D . .  .  .
 .  .Proof. Inf P s Sup D is clear from Definition 3.2 and Proposition 2.3.
 .  .  .Since problem P is stable, for any y g Inf P , there exists L g L Z, Y
 .such that L g ­ W 0, y . Thus
yy g Max L z y W z ; W * L s F* 0, L . .  .  .D
zgZ
 .  .  .If y f Max D , then there exist L g L Z, Y and y g yF* 0, l0 0 0
such that y - y . From the definition of W, there exist x g X and0 1
 .y g F x , 0 such that y - y . This contradicts Proposition 3.1. Thus1 1 1 0
 .  .Inf P ; Max D , which completes the proof.
w xThe first equality in Theorem 3.1 was proved by Tanino 26 when F and
F are single-valued mappings.
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 .  .COROLLARY 3.2. If problem P is stable, then for each y g Min P ,0
 .there exist x g dom F, L g L Z, Y such that0 0
y g F x , 0 l yF* 0, L .  . .0 0 0
and hence
y g Max D . .0
 .  .Proof. Let y g Min P . Then y g W 0 and there exists x g dom F0 0 0
 .such that y g F x , 0 . From the proof of Theorem 3.1, there exists0 0
 .  .  .L g L Z, Y such that yy g F 0, L and y g Max D .0 0 0 0
 .THEOREM 3.2. The following conditions on an element L of L Z, Y are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .  .i There exists y g yF* 0, L such that y g Max D l Inf P ,
 .  .  .ii yF* 0, L l Inf P / B,
 .  .iii L g ­ W 0 .
 .  .  .  .Proof. i « ii is obvious. iii « i is clear from the proof of
 .  .  .  .Theorem 3.1. For ii « iii , let y g yF* 0, L l Inf P . Then y g
 .   ..  .W 0 l yW * L . Proposition 2.2 implies that L g ­ W 0 .
 .We define the Lagrangian function L: X = L Z, Y ª Y for Problem
 .P by
yL x , L s Sup L z y F x , z , for x g X , L g L Z, Y . .  .  .D
zgZ
 .  .  .If L g L Z, Y is such that Inf D F x l Inf D L x, L / B,x g X x g X
 .we call L a Lagrangian multiplier for problem P .
Since
Inf L x , L s ySup Sup L z y F x , z .  . .D D D
xgX xgX zgZ
s ySup L z y F x , z . .D
 .x , z gX=Z
s yF* 0, L , .
we can deduce from Theorem 3.2 that
­ W 0 s L g L Z, Y N L is Lagrangian multiplier for P . 4 .  .  .
Now let us present some conditions ensuring the stability of the primal
problem.
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 4DEFINITION 3.3. A set-valued mapping F from X to Y j q` is said
 .to be S-convexlike on A ; X, if for every y , y g F A l Y, and a g1 2
 .0, 1 , there exists x g A such that3
a y q 1 y a y g F x q S. 3.1 .  .  .1 2 3
 .If 3.1 holds for a s 1r2, we say that F is S-mid-convexlike on A.
 .It is easy to show that F is S-convexlike on A if and only if F A l
 .Y q S is convex. Clearly, if F is S-convex S-midconvex , then F is S-
 . convexlike S-midconvexlike . However, the converse is not true see
w x.Example 2.1 in 22 .
DEFINITION 3.4. Let F be a set-valued mapping from X = Z to Y j
 4  .  .q` . If for every z g Z, y g F X, z l Y, i s 1, 2, and a g 0, 1 ,i i i
there exists x g X such that3
a y q 1 y a y g F x , a z q 1 y a z q S, 3.2 .  .  . .1 2 3 1 2
we say that F is an S-convexlike-convex set-valued mapping. In particular,
 .if 3.2 holds for a s 1r2, we say that F is an S-mid-convexlike-convex
set-valued mapping.
 4Note that if X s 0 , i.e., F does not depend on x, then the S-
convexlike-convex mapping coincides with the S-convex mapping. If Z s
 40 , then the S-convexlike-convex mapping reduces to the S-convexlike
mapping.
 4Define a set-valued mapping C from Z to Y j q` as
C z s F X , z s F x , z . .  .  .D
xgX
 .Clearly, F is S-convexlike-convex S-mid-convexlike-convex if and only
 .if C is S-convex S-midconvex .
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let C be a S-con¨ex S-mid-con¨ex set-¨ alued
 4  .mapping from Z to Y j q` . Then the ¨alue mapping W ? is S-con¨ex
 .S-midcon¨ex .
 .Proof. Let z , y g epi W, i s 1, 2. From the definition of infinimumi i
 .and epigraph, for every « g int S, there exist y g C z l Y, i s 1, 2 suchi i
 .that y q « ) y , i s 1, 2. Since C is S-convex, for every a g 0, 1 ,i i
a y q 1 y a y g C a z q 1 y a z l Y q S. .  . .1 2 1 2
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Hence
a y q 1 y a y q « g C a z q 1 y a z l Y q int S. .  . .1 2 1 2
w xBy Proposition 2.4 in 26 , it follows that
a y q 1 y a y q « g W a z q 1 y a z l Y q int S. .  . .1 2 1 2
w xSince « is arbitrary, by Corollary 2.1 in 26 ,
a y q 1 y a y g W a z q 1 y a z l Y q int S .  . .1 2 1 2
; W a z q 1 y a z j A W a z q 1 y a z . .  . .  . .1 2 1 2
  .  . .Thus a z q 1 y a z , a y q 1 y a y g epi W and so W is S-convex.1 2 1 2
For the S-mid-convex case, we only need to put a s 1r2 in the above
proof.
w xProposition 3.2 generalizes Proposition 5.2 in 26 where F was assumed
to be an S-convex single-valued mapping.
We note that C and W satisfy the following relation
PROPOSITION 3.3. epi C ; epi W ; epi C.
 . w xProof. Let z, y g epi C. By Corollary 2.1 in 26 , we have
y g C z q S ; W z q S j A W z . .  .  . .  .
This means that epi C ; epi W.
 .   ..For the second inclusion, let z, y g epi W. If y g A W z , then y g
  ..  .  .A C z and then z, y g epi C. If y g W z l Y q S _ int S, then there
 4  .  4exist s g S, and a net s in int S such that y y s g W z and y y s q sa a
 .converge to y. From the above proof, we can conclude that z, y g
epi C.
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that F is an S-con¨exlike-con¨ ex set-¨ alued
 .mapping and that there exists some z g int dom C such that C is weakly
 .S-upper bounded on some neighbourhood of z. If 0 g int dom C , then the
 .primal problem P is stable.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, one see that the value mapping W is
 .  4  4S-convex. If W 0 s y` , then W * ' q` and so W is subdifferentiable
 .  4at 0. So we may assume W 0 / y` .
 .  4We claim that W z / y` for all z g dom W.
 .  4Suppose there is z g dom W such that W z s y` . Since 0 g0 0
 .  .  4int dom C , W z / q` for all z in some neighbourhood of 0. Hence
 .0 g int dom W . Thus there exists « ) 0 such that z s y« z g dom W1 0
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  ..   ..  .  4  .and 0 s 1r 1 q « z q «r 1 q « z . Since W z s y` , z , y g1 0 0 0
 .epi W, for all y g Y. Take any y g Y such that z , y g epi W. Because1 1 1
  ..   .. .of the S-convexity of W, 0, 1r1 q « y q «r 1 q « y g epi W for all1
 . 4   ..  4y g Y. Hence 0, y N y g Y ; epi W and hence A W 0 s Y j q` . By
w x  .  .  4Proposition 2.4 of 26 , W 0 s Inf W 0 s y` . This is a contradiction.
 .  4Therefore, W ? is a set-valued mapping from X to Y j q` .
Since C is weakly S-upper bounded on some neighbourhood of z g
 .  .  .int dom C , by Theorem 2.1, int epi C / B. Hence int epi W / B by
 .  .  .Proposition 3.3. Since W 0 s Inf W 0 and 0 g int dom W , we can apply
Proposition 2.4 to prove the theorem.
THEOREM 3.4. Let X, Y and Z be real Hausdorff topological ¨ector spaces
with Z a Baire space. Suppose that F is an S-mid-con¨exlike-con¨ ex set-
 .¨alued mapping and epi C is closed. If 0 g int dom C , then the primal
 .problem P is stable.
Proof. Since F is an S-mid-convexlike-convex, C is S-midconvex. This,
with the closedness of epi C, implies that C is S-convex by Lemma 2.1 of
w x  .9 . Since epi C is closed and 0 g int dom C , by Proposition 2.5, C is
 .weakly S-upper bounded on some neighbourhood of z g int dom C .0
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 3.3 to prove the Theorem.
4. DUALITY IN VECTOR OPTIMIZATION
WITH CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we shall consider a constrained set-valued vector opti-
mization problem
min F x .
CP .
s.t. x g A , G x l yQ / B, .  .
 4where F: X ª Y j q` and G: X ª Z are set-valued mappings with
 .dom F / B the spaces X, Y, and Z are the same as Section 3 , A is a
subset of X, and Q is a convex, closed, and pointed cone in Z. Define a
set-valued mapping
F x , if x g A , G x l z y Q / B; .  .  .
F x , z s .  B, otherwise.
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 .The perturbed problem CP corresponding to this case is of the formz
min F x .
CP .zs.t. x g A , G x l z y Q / B. .  .
PROPOSITION 4.1. If F = G is S = Q-con¨exlike resp. S = Q-
. midcon¨ exlike on A, then F is S-con¨exlike-con¨ ex resp. S-mid-
.con¨exlike-con¨ ex .
 .Proof. By the definition of F, for every z g Z, y g F X, z l Y,i i i
 .i s 1, 2, there exist x g A, i s 1, 2, such that y g F x l Y and z gi i i i
 .G x q Q, i s 1, 2. Since F = G is S = Q-convexlike on A, for everyi
 .a g 0, 1 , there exists x g A such that3
a y q 1 y a y g F x q S, .  .1 2 3
a z q 1 y a z g G x q Q q Q s G x q Q. .  .  .1 2 3 3
By the definition of F, this implies that
a y q 1 y a y g F x , a z q 1 y a z q S. .  . .1 2 3 1 2
Putting a s 1r2 in the proof above, we can obtain the second
statement.
 .  y1 ..It is easy to show that, in this case, C z s F A l G z y Q and
 . .  .epiC s G = F A l Z q Y q Q = S. The set P s epi C is called
 .the extended image of the problem CP .
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that F = G is S = Q-con¨exlike on A. If
w  . x0 g int G A l dom F q Q and F is weakly S-upper bounded on A l
 .  .dom F, particularly, if G A l dom F l yint Q / B, then the problem
 .CP is stable.
w  . xProof. Since 0 g int G A l dom F q Q , there exists a neighbour-
hood V of zero in Z such that
z g G A l dom F q Q for all z g V .
m Gy1 z y Q l A l dom F / B, for all z g V .
m F A l Gy1 z y Q l Y / B, for all z g V . .
m 0 g int dom C . .
Now we can use Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 3.3 to finish the proof.
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let X, Y, and Z be real Hausdorff topological ¨ector
spaces with Z a Baire space, and let A be a subset of X. Suppose that F = G
is S = Q-mid-con¨ exlike on A and the extended image P is closed. If
w  . x  .  .0 g int G A l dom F q Q , particularly, G A l dom F l yint Q /
 .B, then the problem CP is stable.
w xSome conditions ensuring the closedness of P can be found in 1, 6, 11 .
When F and G are single valued mappings, the closedness and the
convexity of the extended image P play an important role in duality,
 wstability, and existence of solutions in optimization see 1, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12,
x.28, 15, 27 .
 .Finally, we present a very general stability criterion of CP by using a
w xresult of automatic openness of convex set-valued mapping in 2 .
DEFINITION 4.1. A set-valued mapping H: X ª Z is said to be open at
 . y1 .  .z g R H if for each x g H z , z g int H x q U for any neighbour-
hood U of zero in X.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let Q ; Z be a convex cone. We say that H: X ª Z
is a Q-invariant set-valued mapping if for x g X
H x y Q ; H x . .  .
w xFor these definitions we refer to 2 .
Now we recall that a convex cone Q in Z is generating if Q y Q s Z.
 .We recall that the core of a set A, core A , is the set of points a g A0
such that for every x g X, there exists l ) 0, a q l x g A for all l g0
w x0, l . For a convex set A, we have core A s int A if int A / B. If
 .0 g core A we say A is absorbing.
THEOREM 4.1. Let X, Y, and Z be Hausdorff topological ¨ector spaces
with Z complete and metrizable. Let A ; X be a con¨ex set, S ; Y be a
closed, con¨ex, and pointed cone with nonempty interior, and Q ; Z be a
 4closed, con¨ex, pointed, and generating cone. Let F: X ª Y j q` be
  . .S-con¨ex, G: X ª Z be Q-con¨ex. Suppose that 0 g core G A q Q l
w   . x  .G A l core dom F q Q . Then the problem CP is stable.
Proof. Let
G x q Q, if x g A; .H x s .  B, otherwise.
 .  .4  .Then gr H s x, z g X = Z N z g H z is convex and H is yQ -
  . .  .invariant. Since 0 g core G A q Q , 0 g core R H . By Remark 2.3 in
w x2 , we have
0 g int H x q U .0
y1 .for any x g H 0 and any absorbing set U in X.0
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 .  .  .Let 0 g H x with x g A l core dom F . Since Y s D ns y S ,0 0 nG1 0
for any fixed s g int S, there exists an n G 1 such that0 1
F x l n s y S / B. .  .0 1 0
  .  . . 4Let U s x g X N F x q x l n q 1 s y S / B . We shall show1 0 1 0
 .that U is absorbing in X. Indeed, since x g core dom F , for any x g X,1 0
there exists a l / 0 such that
x
q x g dom F .0l
So, there exists n G 1 such that2
x
F q x l n s y S / B. .0 2 0 /l
Thus
1 x 1 1
F q x q 1 y F x l s q 1 y n s y S / B .0 0 0 1 0 /  /  / /n l n n2 2 2
and so
1 x 1
F q x q 1 y F x l n q 1 s y S / B. .  . .0 0 1 0 /  /n l n2 2
The S-convexity of F implies that
1 x 1
F q x l Y q 1 y F c l Y .0 0 /  /n l n2 2
1 x 1 x
; F q x q 1 y x q S s F q x q S.0 0 0 /  / /n l n n l2 2 2
Hence, we can deduce that
x
F q x l n q 1 s y S / B. . .0 1 0 /n l2
The arbitrariness of x g X implies that U is absorbing. Thus, we can1
obtain that
0 g int H x q U \ V . .0 1
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 .The definition of U implies that for any z g V s int H x q U ,1 0 1
F Hy1 z l n q 1 s y S / B. .  . . . 1 0
 .  y1 ..This means that C z s F H z is weakly S-upper bounded on V and
 .  .0 g int dom C . Since F is S-convex and G is Q-convex, C z is S-convex.
 .Therefore, by Theorem 3.3, CP is stable.
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